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History of Photography 
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I Photo History 
• Camera obscura 
- Latin for "dark room" or "darkened chamber" 
-Credited to Alhazan {Ibn ai-Hatham 965-1039 AD); 
Known as early as Aristotle {circa 300 BC) 
- Using a hole in a wall or box, the image is 
projected onto an opposite wall upside-down but 
in perfect color and perspective 
- Used for tracing 
- Precursor of the camera 
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I Photo History 
• 1826 - First (permanent) photograph made by 
Joseph Niepce of France 
- Placed within a camera obscura was a pewter plate 
coated with bitumen of Judea 
• (an asphalt derivative dating back to the ancient Egyptian period) 
- It was an 8 hour exposure 
- Unhardened bitumen was removed with a solution of 
oil of lavender & white petroleum 
- Niepce coined this a "heliograph" 
• (from the Greek hellos= sun & graphein=drawing) 
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I Photo History 
1952 reproduction of original (pixelation is due to reproduction, not in the original) 
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I Photo History 
Actual plate as photographed by Getty Museum 2002 
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I Photo History 
By 1830, Neipce partnered with Daguerre who 
soon resolved permanence using salts of silver 
(a major advancement, though the images were stilll off 
positives; Neipce slipped into obscurity) 
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I Photo History I 
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I Photo History 
1839 -Henry Fox-Talbot managed to make 
permanent the first prints from negatives 
(multiples of the same image were now possible) 
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I Photo History I 
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Ghost of Copyright Past 
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© History in a nutshell 
• < 1800 =texts (a single machine; the printing press) 
• 1900 > = works (photos, cinema, sound recordings, 
performances, radio and the like "all 
works of authorship") 
• 2000 > = tools ("The Internet is a copy machine" KevinKeuv) 
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I ©History 
1710- First Copyright act in the world (the Statute of Anne) 
rP Printers, Booksellers, and other Persons, have of late frequently taken the 
Liberty of Printing, Reprinting, and Publishing, ,.. r 1g to be Pr;nted, Reprinted, 
Books, and other Writings, without the Consent of the Authors or 
n r'J ~ to their very great Detriment, and too often 
to the Ruin of them and their Families v .... , .. 1se four Majesty, that it may be 
..,.: ................... ..,, ...... ~ ...... ens most Excellent Majesty ... That from and 
· n ... ,.. +-"''"'" .. "'nd se"e ... '"undred and ten, the Author of any 
Book or Books already Printed ... sha/1 have the sole Right and Liberty of Printing such 
Book and Books for the Term of One and twenty Years sha .. have the sole Liberty of 
a -,., .... my ---· t:Jook ur1d Books for the Term of fourteen: and that 
the Author of any Book or Books already Composed and not Printed and Published, or that 
shall hereafter be Composed, and his Assignee, or Assigns, shall have the sole Liberty of 
Printing and Reprmting such Book and Books for the Term of fourteen 
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I © History- U.S. 
• 1781/1788- U.S. Constitution; Section VIII, 
Article I, paragraph 8- "To promote the progress of 
science and useful arts by securing for limited times to authors and 
inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 
discoveries" 
• 1790- Copyright Act; 14yr + 14yr renewal = 
28yr protection 
• 1831- Doubled initial term (28yr), kept 
renewal term = 42yr protection 
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I © History- U.S. 
1866 - Wood vs. Abbott 
• photographers photographed original drawings for manufacture and sale 
hotographic reproduction of the drawings was not printing~ cuts~ or 
sense known to the arts at the time the photographers' copyright act was 
s it an extension of the old processes~ or a new devefopment of the art of 
- .. ~..~-~ ""-,.. ... o,.o .. han understood. It was a new method of 
producing and multiplying pictures and not protected under the Act of 1831. The court 
~ . ·- ~~n: ;:lnr to s_ch photography was not extended until the 
Act of Ma ch 3~ 1865~ 13 Stat. 540; after the copyrights in question were taken out~ and the 
photoqraphers suit was brought. Thus~ they had no remedy.n 
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I © History- U.S. 
March 3, 1865- congress passed an act that 
specifically addressed photographic prints and 
negatives! 
- Until this new act, photographs were not 
considered "prints" 
-The 1865 law had not gone into effect by the time 
Wood vs. Abbott was decided 
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I © History- U.S. I 
1874 - Act of June 18th, 1874, 18 Stat. 78, 
declares: that notice of a copyright in a 
photograph shall be given by inscribing upon 
some visible portion of it the words Copyright, 
the date, and the name of the proprietor, is to 
give notice of the copyright to the public; and a 
notice which gives his surname and the initial 
letter of his given name is sufficient inscription of 
the name. 
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© History- U.S. 
1883- Burrow-Giles Lithographic 
Company vs. Sarony 
Photographer Napoleon 
Sarony made 
arrangements with Oscar 
Wilde, his photographic 
subject, to retain the 
copyright of Wilde's 
image as produced by 
Sarony, specifically, 
"Oscar Wilde No. 18" (at Right) 
I 
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© History- U.S. 
1883- Burrow-Giles Lithographic 
Company vs. Sarony 
Photographer Napoleon 
Sarony made 
arrangements with Oscar 
Wilde, his photographic 
subject, to retain the 
copyright of Wilde's 
image as produced by 
Sarony, specifically, 
"Oscar Wilde No. 18" (at Right) 
I 
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I ©Work for Hire 
Alfred Steiglitz 
-Camera Club 
(1891-1901) 
- Photo Secession 
and Camera Work 
(1902-1907) 
-291 
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I © History- U.S. 
• 1909- Doubled initial term again (56yr), kept 
renewal term = 70yr 
• 1962 & 1974- ensured works in their 2nd term 
before Sept. 19, 1962 would remain in 
copyright through Dec. 31, 1976 
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I © History- U.S. 
Copyright Act of 1976 
1998 The Copyright Term 
Extension Act 
(aka So nny Bono Act or 
Mickey Mo u se P r ote c tion Act) 
the life of the author plus 50 
ye a rs, or 75 years for a work of 
co r porate authorship (work for 
hire) 
life of the a uthor plu s 70 ye ars 
and for works of corporate 
autho r ship (work for hire} to 120 
years after c reation or 95 ye a r s 
after publication , whichever comes 
first 
l:-------
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©History- U.S. 
• works made in 1923 or later that were 
still in copyright in 1998 will not enter 
the public domain until 2019 or later 
(depending on the date of the product) 
- unless the owner of the copyright releases them into the public 
domain prior to that or if the copyrigh t gets extended again 
• works created before January 1, 1978 but not published 
or registered for copyright until recently are addressed 
in a special section (17 U.S .C. 303) and may remain 
protected until 2047 
• was appealed as unconstitutional "for 
limited times" {Elder v. Ashcroft) 
rejected in 2003 
UK 
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© ... Right Now 
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© Visual Arts 
• Pictorial 
• Graphic 
• sculptural works 
• 2- dimensional and 3- dimensional works 
(f ine, graphic, and applied art) 
• Photographs 
• prints and art reproductions 
• Maps 
• Globes 
• Charts 
• technical drawings 
• Diagrams 
• architectural works 
• models 
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© Visual Arts 
copyright protects an 
author's specific expression 
in literary, artistic, or 
musical form 
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© Visual Arts 
copyright protection 
does not extend to any 
idea, system, method, 
device, name, or title 
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© Visual Arts 
copyright protects 
the particular way an 
author has expressed 
him/herself 
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© Visual Arts 
subject to certain 
limitations found in 
sections 107 through 118 
of the Copyright Act 
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I © Photographers (Passed) I 
• © is Life of the author+ 70 years 
• © stays with the estate 
• © may be hard to determine UK 
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I © Work for Hire 
Including but not limited to ... 
e~ 
- -Clnton·~iiKy. Discoveries 
;;~;::z:~~.,~5docn~!():- ,. , Trade secrets 
~-l ,._~, ll0. ~~ Trade & service marks 
e' Writings il~ 
Art works tq 
Musical compositions & performances 
Software 
Literary works 
Architecture 
I 
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©Work for Hire I 
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for Hire 
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© Work for Hire 
Magnum 
- Started in 194 7 (Cartier-Bresson, Robert Capa, 2 others) 
- Photographers own all of their work and sell to 
news agencies and other publications UK 
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© Work for Hire 
VII Photo Agency - started in 2001 
''document conflict - environmental, social and political, both violent and non-violent - to produce 
an unflinching record of the injustices created and experienced by people caught up in the events 
they describe" 
• Jobs • f~•!Sh••tl • Nftllll~tr • LntttN.....- • Cot\Urt • Po~rtnet 
Lot•stSto<••s ~~~~~~~~~
0 SEARCH ARCHIIIE 
On Woy 8, !he ICRC _.,... wthlt'e VII 
- _..,... lol..nched 0 -c:err....,. to rase CIW'Wel"le$$ oftodsy'S 
...,. P<...t'9............,., cllalenges A$ 
.,.., ollhe ~.- ....tslhe 
15Qh.............., of lhe RedOoss,lhe 
ICRC sen1 five ~s from VI to 
ett;ta ccntld:...anected ccumes to 
eXM'ft! ~ thl! .suffe:mg Cllll!;:ll!d by 
Wtttandvlolonce 
• LATEST STORIES 
Rec.enr work by \11 
And fnety, however painfUl I may be for us delcete so.As. and how'e'l.a irtredeble the 
CQI9)'s es rosy appes, a1d however c*"al'led of ~ we may feeln the f~Ke of 
Oelf'Nr onddher heRs, we rrust never tt.rnt¥WOYo.r~ "ldeed, we he'fle e moralcUyto 
loot, wtich IS who! tm ~IS l'*'!l US. 
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I © Work for Hire 
Olin Mills owns 
this one 
Very likely, the 
photographer retained 
the rights to these 
wedding pix 
I 
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I ©Work for Hire 
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© Work for Hire 
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©Work for Hire 
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©Work for Hire 
acknowledging the source of the 
copyrighted material does not 
substitute for obtaining permission 
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I © Photography 
I own my work! 
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advertising, fashion, interior design and lifestyle 
photographers frequently include paintings, sculptures, 
craft items, architectural works, jewelry, clothing, toys or 
other artistic works in their photographs 
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I ©Work for Hire 
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I © as collateral 
In Autumn 2008, Annie Leibovitz used as collateral 
against a $1S.Sm loan, her property plus copyright, 
negatives, and contract rights to every photograph 
she has ever taken or will take in the future ... 
Holly\'1ood Cover by Annie Leibovitz, "'ril 2001- Photograph @ Pnnie Leibovitz 
VAN ITY FAIR PORTRAITS: PHOTOGRAPHS 1913 - 2 008 UK 
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© as collateral 
In Autumn 2008, Annie Leibovitz used as collateral 
against a $1S.Sm loan, her property plus copyright, 
negatives, and contract rights to every photograph 
she has ever taken or will take in the future ... 
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free to photograph 
Architectural works are protected by copyright to some degree, but in 
most countries you may photograph a building, if the building is located in 
a public place or is visible from a public place. You may also publish and 
distribute the photo without permission... IlK. 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTIJCKY 
free to photograph 
Works in public places - usually limited to 3D works, such as sculptures and 
craft- you may still need prior permission to take a photo of a painting or a mural in 
a public place 
• if the work is displayed in public: to photograph a sculpture in a private house, 
permission will usually be required 
• if the work is displayed in public permanently: to photograph a sculpture 
which is only temporarily sited in a public place, you may need permission 
UK 
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I free to photograph 
Accompany news reports - a photo in a news report on Tv or an article: 
Obliged to identify the name of the creator, and maybe also the name or title of the 
work that you have captured in your photo IlK. 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTIJCKY 
I free to photograph 
As a background -in most countries, you will not need permission if you want to 
include a work in a photograph if its merely a part of the background or otherwise 
incidental to the principle object /subject represented in the photograph. However, it 
may be difficult to assess what is "incidental" ... 
UK 
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free to photograph 
purely private use - in most countries, you are allowed to take photos without 
authorization if you use them purely for private purposes UK 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTIJCKY 
I Fair Use 
The reproduction of work may be considered "fair" for 
the purposes of criticism, comment, news reporting, 
teaching, scholarship, and research 
• the nature of the copyrighted work 
• amount and substantiality of the portion used in 
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole 
• the purpose and character of the use, including 
whether such use is of commercial nature or is for 
nonprofit educational purposes 
• the effect of the use upon the potential market for or 
value of the copyrighted work 
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RIGHT: Photographer sued 
Apple for infringement 
(Apple's shot below) 
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(at least it's not a 
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Exclusive rights of© owners: 
• making prints of a work, scanning it into digital form, 
photocopying it, copying digital works, etc. 
• making a collage from several different photographs or 
. 1m ages 
• adding new artistic elements to an existing work (e.g., 
colorizing a black and white picture) 
• photographing someone's work and then displaying the 
photo to the public (e.g., exhibiting the photo in a gallery, 
supplying copies to the public in postcard form, putting it on a 
website, sending it to customers via e-mail, etc.) 
UK 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
In 2006, California photog, 
Kelly Fajack, sued the 
nation of Burundi for 
using his 2002 
photograph on their 
10,000 franc note that 
had been in circulation 
since early 2005. The 
photograph appeared 
only on Fajack's website 
and was never given to 
anyone with 
connections to the 
Burundi government 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
• Diane Arbus' "Child with Toy hand Grenade in 
Central Park" {1962) was used without 
permission as SNFU's 1982 album release "And 
No One Else Wanted to Play" 
• Fearing retribution {though Arbus died in 1971), 
the band used an artist's rendering of the same 
picture 
• That drawing was deemed too close to the 
original when a 3rd and, later, 4th, iterations were 
created 
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I Acts of© Infringements I 
The 4 th I/ Christmas Massacre" cover 
UK 
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Acts of© Infringement I 
"The Soul of a Ho:s·~: _ ... ~j. ~~~~~~ 
,~ 
Mare and Foal" by Peter 
Thomann; Germany, 1963; 
World Press Photo Award 
winner, 1963 
Used to design 
Horse Park logo in 
1978 
Used for KY License 
Plates until 
Thomann sued in 
late 1990's 
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I Acts of© Infringement I 
Thomann; Germany, 1963; 
World Press Photo Award 
winner, 1963 
Used to design 
Horse Park logo in 
1978 
Replaced with 
"Raisin Bran" © 
smiley sun 
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I Acts of© Infringement I 
UK 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
• Original photograph taken by AP photog Mannie Garcia in 2006 
• The Associated Press is suing Artist Shepard Fairey for 
infringement (Garcia joined the lawsuit in 2009) 
• Fairey claims Fair Use 
I 
• Oct 2009 Fairey admits to obstruction "In an attempt to conceal 
my mistake I submitted false images and deleted other images ... " 
LEFT: Shepard Fairey's popular presidential 
campaign poster 
RIGHT: Garcia's 2006 Photograph 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
• Photographer Lisa Jacks took pix of Obama in 
1980 as part of a college project 
• Jacks' photos are licensed through Getty 
• N 0 R M L {National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws) h i red a rt i s t s 0 n i a 
Sanchez to create their most recent poster 
• NORML is selling prints and other 
merchandise of the poster 
UK 
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I Acts of© Infringement I 
UK 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
"The ad is a political parody featuring the current (and 
former ganja smoking) President that employs a play 
on words from the Obama 2008 campaign, promoting 
a first amendment event for a non-profit organization. 
Your opinion may be that NORML 'steal' others' work, 
but there is a considerable body of law that 
persuasively argues otherwise. Political satire and 
parody are as important in civil justice movements as 
legislation and litigation." 
UK 
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I Acts of© Infringement 
"Getty Images is committed to protecting 
the intellectual property rights and 
livelihood of the artists whose work we 
license. NORML is engaging in 
unauthorized use of Getty Images 
photographer Lisa Jack's photograph of 
President Obama. Despite our requests, 
NORML continues to exploit the image 
without any license or permission of the 
copyright holder. Ironically, they even 
post a copyright notice on their infringing 
poster. We reject their position that this 
use is protected as fair use, as it is 
neither parody nor satire, and their fair 
use position is particularly troublesome 
given that NORML stands to profit from 
selling the posters. This unauthorized 
commercial use of the photograph 
constitutes copyright infringement, and 
Getty Images will aggressively pursue 
this matter as the copyright 
representative of the artist." 
I 
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I Permission to use © Work 
• there is no general legal requirement to obtain someone's 
authorization to take his or her photograph 
• however, there are situations where photography can 
infringe on important social interests such as national 
security, protection of children, right of privacy, etc. 
• most of these situations are strictly controlled by national 
laws and regulations 
• there are also some things a photographer should not 
photograph for ethical reasons- exploiting the persons 
concerned or misrepresenting the truth 
• often, you may be free to take a photograph of a person, 
but the way the image is used may give the person shown 
in the photograph a right to take legal action 
UK 
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Permission is recommended when ... 
• Intruding on one's privacy 
• Publicizing private facts 
• Using someone's image for commercial 
benefit 
• Suggesting that someone is authorizing or 
endorsing a product of service 
• Putting someone in a false light or defaming 
them 
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I intruding on one's privacy 
you can usually 
photograph someone in 
a public place 
UK 
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intruding on one's privacy 
photographers may be liable 
for violating the privacy 
rights of others when they 
intentionally intrude in an 
offensive way upon 
someone's private domain 
you can usually 
photograph someone in 
a public place 
UK 
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intruding on one's privacy 
photographers may be liable 
for violating the privacy 
rights of others when they 
intentionally intrude in an 
offensive way upon 
someone's private domain 
you can usually 
photograph someone in 
a public place 
but if you surreptitiously or 
without permission view 
and photograph people 
inside their homes, 
business or other private 
areas, then you are likely to 
violate their privacy rights 
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intruding on one's privacy I 
photographers may be liable 
for violating the privacy 
rights of others when they 
intentionally intrude in an 
offensive way upon 
someone's private domain 
an offensive intrusion can 
be anything from entering 
an individual's house 
under false pretense to 
setting up hidden cameras 
in order to spy 
you can usually 
photograph someone in 
a public place 
but if you surreptitiously or 
without permission view 
and photograph people 
inside their homes, 
business or other private 
areas, then you are likely to 
violate their privacy rights 
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I intruding on one's privacy I 
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intruding on one's privacy I 
Gouglc maps 1901- ......... .,._.__ s... ... 
- -Vtt~ ~ --~--=-=~~--:---:--:-
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( .L. intruding on one's privacy ! 
Did Google Maps find Jaycee Dugard first? 
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publicizing private facts 
Photographs revealing sexual affairs, private debts, criminal 
records, certain diseases, psychological problems, etc. are likely 
to violate privacy rights 
UK 
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publicizing private facts 
Photographs revealing sexual affairs, private debts, criminal 
records, certain diseases, psychological problems, etc. are likely 
to violate privacy rights 
Critics of Photographer Diane Arbus 
regularly argued that she was 
violating the privacy, while also 
exploiting, some of her subjects 
UK 
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publicizing private facts 
Photographs revealing sexual affairs, private debts, criminal 
records, certain diseases, psychological problems, etc. are likely 
to violate privacy rights 
• EXAMPLE: suppose a beer brewery is selling a calendar that depicts an 
unknown person driving a car with a refreshing pint in his hand. This could 
raise issues of privacy because it discloses private or sensitive matters about 
the person 
• However, in most countries, the right of privacy does not protect against 
disclosure of matters of legitimate public concern such as newsworthy events. 
This means that politicians, celebrities and other newsworthy persons may 
lose their right to privacy to the extent that their private facts are relevant to 
legitimate news. 
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using someone's image for commercial benefit 
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suggesting that someone is authorizing or 
endorsing a product or service 
The presence of a 
celebrity seems to be an 
effective tool of quickly 
attracting consumer 
attention to a product 
or service and creating 
high-perceived value 
and credibility 
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suggesting that someone is authorizing or 
endorsing a product or service 
The presence of a 
celebrity seems to be an 
effective tool of quickly 
attracting consumer 
attention to a product 
or service and creating 
high-perceived value 
and credibility 
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putting someone in a false light or defaming them 
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putting someone in a false light or defaming them 
CH CH CH CHANGES ... 
What The Future Holds 
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Photo© Landmarks 
1991- Feist v. Rural Telephone Service 
Tried to copyright the white pages 
- Supreme Court determined 11Creativity" as central to copyrightability 
1993 -Playboy, Inc. v. Frena 
Mr. Frena managed an online bulletin board wherein subscribers 
uploaded photos, including those from Playboy 
In some instances, the Playboy logo had been replaced by that of the 
bulletin board 
The court determined that 111t does not matter that Defendant Frena 
may have been unaware of the copyright infringement. Intent to 
infringe is not needed to find copyright infringement. Intent or 
knowledge is not an element of infringement, and thus even an 
innocent infringer is liable for infringement; rather innocence is 
significant to a trial court when it fixes statutory damages, which is a 
d • bl • II reme y equtta e tn nature. {citationomitted) 
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Photo© Landmarks 
1995 - Religious Technology Center vs. Netcom 
-"mere possession of a digital copy on a [server] 
that is accessible to some members of the public'' 
may not constitute direct infringement of the 
exclusive right to publicly distribute and display ... 
but there is liability for contributory infringement 
(as opposed to direct infringement) of copyright 
because the company did not remove copyrighted 
materials posted by a subscriber. 
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I Photo© Landmarks 
1998- Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(DMCA) 
-established safe harbors for online service 
providers; 
- permitted temporary copies of programs during 
computer maintenance; 
- made miscellaneous amendments to the 
Copyright Act, including amendments which 
facilitated Internet broadcasting; 
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I Photo© Landmarks 
2001 -Greenburg vs. Natio1nal Geographic Society 
• NGS released on CD-ROM a complete, and exact, replica of all 
issues from 1888 thru 1996 
• 2 photographers sued claiming NGS was not covered under Section 
201© 
• "Section 201{c) permits the owner of copyright in a collective workJ 
such as a magazine or encyclopedia, to reproduce and distribute an 
individual author's freelance contribution 'as part of that particular 
collective work, any revision to that collective work, and any later 
collective work in the same series." ' 
• NGS argued that the CD-ROM collection was a " revision", allowed 
under copyright law, and not a new derivative work. 
• NGS lost the case; court ruled CO-ROMs were a revision under 
copyright law. 
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I Photo© Landmarks 
2001 - The New York Times v. Tasini. 
• Supreme Court ruled- reuse of a freelance author's work on 
CD-ROMs and in commercial electronic databases without the 
author's permission constituted copyright infringement 
I 
• stated - 11 numerous models for distributing copyrighted works 
and remunerating authors for their distribution" such as blanket 
licenses 
• The Times now requires permission for electronic 
republication of works by freelance authors 
• archival media- microfilm and microfiche- do not infringe 
freelance authors' copyrights 
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I Photo© Landmarks 
2005 - Faulkner v. National Geographic Society 
• Faulkner case was after the Supreme Court decided New York 
Times Co. v. Tasini which clarified what digital distributions 
could be considered "revisions" 
• The 2nd Circuit, relying on Tasini, split with the 11th Circuit 
Greenberg court and held that the NGS CD-ROMs were a 
revision under copyright law 
• The Supreme Court declined to hear an appeal from the 
Faulkner case, so there is a split between the 2nd and 11th 
Circuit Courts 
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©Future 
~:::\creative 
~commons 
"Creative Commons is a nonprofit corporation dedicated to 
making it easier for people to share and build upon the work of 
others, consistent with the rules of copyright. 
We provide free licenses and other legal tools to mark creative 
work with the freedom the creator wants it to carry, so others 
can share, remix, use commercially, or any combination 
thereof." 
Creative Commons is a Massachusetts-chartered 501(c)(3) tax-exempt charitable corporation. 
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©Future 
• CC is not a replacement for © 
• CC is based on American © law 
• 4 conditions/ 6 licenses 
(!)Attribution 
@Share Alike 
@Noncommercial 
@No Derivative Works 
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©Future 
You are free: 
to Share-to copy, distribute and transm1t the work 
to Remix - to adapt the work 
Under the following conditions: 
Anribution-You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the 
author or licensor (but not in anyway that suggests that they endorse you or 
your use of the wo~. 
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©Future 
You are free: 
to Shat e - to copy, distribute and transmit the work 
to Remix - to adapt the work 
Under the fo llow ing conditions: 
@ Share Alike - If you alter, transform, or build upon lhis work, you may distribute the resulting work only under the same or similar license to this 
one_ 
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©Future 
You are free: 
t o Share - to copy, distribute and transmit the work 
t o Remix - to adapt the worl< 
Under the follow ing conditions: 
Noncommercial-You may not use this worl< for commercial purposes. 
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©Future 
You are free: 
to Sha.e -to copy, distribute and transmit the work 
Under the following conditions: 
No Derivative Works -You may not alter, transform, or build upon th1s work. 
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©Future 
The Licenses: 
Attribution -This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and 
build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit 
you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of 
licenses offered, in terms of what others can do with your works 
licensed under Attribution. 
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The Licenses: 
l@ CV® I 
BY SA 
Attribution Share Alike - This license lets others remix, tweak, 
and build upon your work even for commercial reasons, as long 
as they credit you and license their new creations under the 
identical terms. This license is often compared to open source 
software licenses. All new works based on yours will carry the 
same license, so any derivatives will also allow commercial use. 
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©Future 
The Licenses: 
Attribution No Derivatives- This license allows for redistribution, 
commercial and non-commercial, as long as it is passed along 
unchanged and in whole, with credit to you. 
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©Future 
The Licenses: 
L@2 CD® I 
BY NC 
Attribution Non-Commercial - This license lets others remix, 
tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, and 
although their new works must also acknowledge you and be 
non-commercial, they don't have to license their derivative 
works on the same terms. 
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©Future 
The Licenses: 
Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike -This license lets others 
remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, as 
long as they credit you and license their new creations under the 
identical terms. Others can download and redistribute your work 
just like the by-nc-nd license, but they can also translate, make 
remixes, and produce new stories based on your work. All new 
work based on yours will carry the same license, so any 
derivatives will also be non-commercial in nature. 
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©Future 
The Licenses: 
L@ ®0 1 
BY NO 
Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives -This license is the 
most restrictive of our six main licenses, allowing redistribution. 
This license is often called the "free advertising" license because 
it allows others to download your works and share them with 
others as long as they mention you and link back to you, but they 
can't change them in any way or use them commercially. 
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,_,.,.,..u .... .,..,"" . 
IF> devlantART ~Aol=-·~'00"'• ·m • W.IIM. Y T...srwn 0~ Q cmo,.<lblit -~olo ·~ ......... 
.... ,. 
Iii WI :1 .. 1 
c 
0 •e..-
-
.Tt . ........... 
0 
JOIN DEVwrTART HOWl 
ux 
~-- ---~-
deviantART (dA) www.deviantart.com 
(Creative Commons 3.0) 
... 
• Since 2000 
• California based 
• 4.5 mil users (deviants) 
• 36 mil artworks 
(deviations) 
• Includes animations, 
photos, web skins, 
films, & lit 
• Offers messaging 
boards 
• Deviants earn 50% of 
sales (calendars, 
prints, etc.) 
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H~lpmg Aust NZ creallws get ~>.-posure. f~~dback and work 
.Eis MuskA:AUclio 0 Pbolography ... ~.Vi\11a~ An T Writing 
Home Page 
Drawers 
C-ategories: ~ 
2.bobmob • 
~ 
I) ......,. . 
0 1. wh•r• I\ rlW Mhl• of tho~o'Oiewt Ph•i••ron P.t..w ftmv•n t"''oetr.,.,.. •• 
byt.o~··d by "*"'rttdo. by u. '"" by t1'1•9••,d••\,1""4•~ 
Honcho Talks 
Find a Sode r 
Helpl 60SoK ~· f2!Wul1. 
A.b~&ut 
60sox www.GOsox.org.au 
(Creative Commons 2.5 Australian Suite) 
I SEAAC'H) 
~ 
e 
-
iDbo 
••SX 
......... 
.......... 
...... 
• Since 2007 
• Australian and New 
Zealand artists+ industry 
professionals 
• Animation, Design, Film 
& Video, Interactive 
Media, Music & Audio, 
Photography, Visual Art, 
Writing 
• 2bobmob advice forum 
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flickr:_~ 
Home The Tom Sign Up Explore 
Creative Commons 
osen to otter their-'< under a Creative COIMlOns license. ~:.,~~·:nu~=":, ~~an:h lllrough content under each type ot iocense. 
He•e are some recently added bits and pieces: 
(!) Attribution License 
• 16.152.574 photos~ 
(!) 0 Attribution-NoOertvs License 
• 6.620.878 photos ~ 
(!)@@ Attribulion-NonCommerciai-NoOertvs License 
• 38.655.276 photos~ 
~:::\creative \::::/commons 
"Creaove Commons ts a 
nor. profit that offers an 
att~maove to full coP')'Ilght " 
c1t a!iYecommorn..oJ!t 
Brit fly ... 
Anrl•mon ...,.... (!) 
Youletalt'ler$c::qJ¥, 
<13trb.Ce,~.ancl 
perll)fm~~ 
~ • .nd  WOf1ct bll:ud 
t.,n 1 • bLt trty a they file you creel 
Nom:otnntetdal means @ 
You Bet others C'OPf. 
c~strWe.~.end 
perll)fm '101 ~ • ancll 
deri\letive worts brNed I.I)Cn t - b.i 
Ia ~puposesOifr 
No Oertlr.wiw Workl 
me~ ns. 
You 5!!t olh!rs C:OVf. 
cbtrDA:e, ci:spry, and 
perl l)fm cn, ~m Copte:S of 'fOil 
.....,... , not ctenveWe worts tiO$eCI foC'OI" 
.. 
AQC a creapye Commcm 
hcense to your 
photostrram 
• over 70 mil images 
• 80% are freely available 
• over 2 mil users 
• allows users to create a 
commons license for their 
photostream 
• Bought by Yahoo! 2005 
flickr www.fl ickr.com 
(Creative Commons 3.0) 
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• Click n Flick launched January 2006 
• National Library of Australia (NLA) open Picture Australia (c. 2000) to photo contributions from the public 
• 3 image pools: "Ourtown", "people, places & events", "historic" public domain photos 
• Over 1 mil images from 45 organizations and hundreds of individuals 
• Add photos via Picture Australia flickr group 
Pk:ttne Australia iludYahoo: lrMie you to contlilnneyot• pt~togt aphs to PlctuJe 
Aus1Httia.usi~~gYahoo!'s online ilnaue repository. Ftickt fwo.-t'fn-.tlickr.com )! 
The Ftlckrwebsrte conta.ns more than 70 m1111on Images from contributors all IM!r the 
wo~o ana was acquired byYahool in March 2005. #round 80 per cent of the Images 
stored on Fiicla are freelyaccessibie to anyone vlsr.lng the sne This sets n apart from 
other Internet photo sharing srtes. Where users often spetiff precisely Who is allowed 
to .,.ewlhe images they upload The sne·s two million users presenUy add a new 
ima-ge to the stte every four seconds. 
Anyt>octy can add their.,_ photographs to Fllckr qlickly and easily. maoong them With 
descnptlons and taos so they can be archrved correcllV and retrieved at a taler date bv 
other VIsitors 
flickr 
Picture Australia Click n Flick www. pictureaustralia.gov.au 
(Creative Commons 2.0 Generic Suite) UK 
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flickr~~ 
Welcome' 
The key goals ot The Commons on Flckr are to tistty show 
yw hklden IT.......,. In tne"""""' publlt pi1<JUig<a!llly 
arc~Wl"s, aM ~ondtf to show hOW your ..._ aoo 
-Oge tan llefp maKe 111eoe toletliOnS even litller 
You'r• lnvlt•d to h•lp due rib• tht photographs: you 
Clhc;ov•r In Tn• Commons on FUc;Jiir. •rtn•r by ~4CSing 
u_gs or le~vlng comments: 
©Future 
59> .. -
• launched 2008 in conjunction with 
the Library of Congress 
• Public is invited to add tags 
• 30 participating organizations from 
around the globe 
• institutions are reasonably sure 
photos are in the public domain or 
they have secure rights 
• However ... 
"BY ASSERTING "NO KNOWN COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS," 
PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS ARE SHARING THE BENEFIT OF 
THEIR RESEARCH WITHOUT PROVIDING AN EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTY TO OTHERS WHO WOULD LIKE TO USE 
OR REPRODUCE THE PHOTOGRAPH. IF YOU MAKE USE OF A 
PHOTO FROM THE COMMONS, YOU ARE REMINDED TO 
CONDUCT AN INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF APPLICABLE LAW 
BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH A PARTICULAR NEW USE." 
The Commons www. flickr.com/commons 
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18 
-
Welcome to the~~ travel photography blog! 
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Texas photographer and blogger Trey Ratcliff 
IS(!)@ @I This HDR photography and travel photography work is licensed under a Creative Commons. 
~ M•k*d*i·~ Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. 
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Texas photographer and blogger Trey Ratcliff 
IS(!)@ @I This HDR photography and travel photography work is licensed under a Creative Commons. 
~ M•k*d*i·~ Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. 
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Texas photographer and blogger Trey Ratcliff 
IS(!)@ @I This HDR photography and travel photography work is licensed under a Creative Commons. 
~ M•k*d*i·~ Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. 
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Texas photographer and blogger Trey Ratcliff 
IS(!)@ @I This HDR photography and travel photography work is licensed under a Creative Commons. 
~ M•k*d*.f.~ Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. 
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Texas photographer and blogger Trey Ratcliff 
(!)@@ This HDR photography and travel photography work is licensed under a Creative Commons. , 
Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. 
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RESOURCES 
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www.copyright.cornell.ed u 
• Fair Use Checklist 
• Faculty Guide to Copyright 
• Permissions Forms (includes templates tor letters, model releases, etc.) 
• Copyright Terms 
• Public Domain 
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CopyrightTen n and the Public Domain in the United States 
1 January 2 008.! 
TypeotWotk 
Unpublshedworl<s 
Unpublished anonymous and 
pseudonymous workS, and worl:s 
made tor hire (corporate authorsl'lip) 
Unpublished wor1<s created befc re 
1978Cha1were pubbshedatler 1977 
but beb8200J 
UnpUblished work;s e:reated befc re 
1978111-atwere publisMd after 21)02 
un,-shedworl<S-..IIenlhe death 
date Oflhe author ts not known :! 
Never Published, Never Regtstered Works g 
Copyright r emf 
Life oflhe aUltlor • 70 years 
120 years tromdate ofcreat»on 
Wh.Jt w.n in the public domain in the 
U.S. as of l.kmr.:Jry ltol 1 
Worl<S ~om authors who dred before 1938 
WorkS ueated before 1888 
Ufe of the author • 70years OJ 31 December 2047. wtriche¥ef ts Nothing The soonest the works tan enter 
greater the putlllt domafn Is 1 January 2048 
Life oflheaUltlor • 70years Worl<s olautllors Wllo died before 1938 
120 years~ date of creatiOn ~ Worl<S emoted before 1888 ~ 
Works Pubhshed 10 the U.S 
(for works ~uthshOO t ._th rr.s1l.,ani utsd~th.:.U£. b· f:ro?tgn autl :rs.~ th·~ n .....  t ~:twn) 
D.lre of PiJbJic.1tionO. 
Before 1923 
192llM>uan 1977 
1978101 Mareh1989 
1978101 hlareh 1989 
19230vough 1963 
Condlllonsl Copytighr Tetm1 
None In the pvbl" domain 
PUbiiSMd'MIIIOUU tOP>ftC)IInoUee In me ptmllt domain 
Published wdhOu1 nolite, and W'l'lhout sutsequent registrabOn In the pu:bbt domain 
wllhln 5 years 
Published ~ut notite, but With subse~nt reglstraton'VIIt:hin 70~ars after the dea:r. of author, or lfwortc 
5 years of corp01'~1e authorship, 95 years flom 
publiUtiOn i1 
Publishe1:1 Wl1h notice but topyrtghl was not renewed t In ttle pUbbc domaln 
0 RfttnctN ~ (hautf'd W studmb 0 Will bf'~ it pubbdy av...U.W. on 
Eft a c-Lus or odl« appr~ poup) the w .tt Ot USit\3 od»t aiiNtd of 
bt06d cbtr5ftn&Ra.bon 
0 C>Jw.bme uw. spontAl'wou$ .-(no bnw to 0 R.,..w or ~ons·t..-m 'I:IIW 
ot.wn-' UK 
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UT-Austin ©Tutorial 
COPYRIGHT TUTORIAL 
The Copyn!1J! Crash Coo-sa Onine TlfOnal WII help you learn about 
how ownership of copynglted marenals works. what IS fatr use and 
when and how to get perrTliSSion to use someone else's matenals 
The Tutonal pages tnclude l1nks 10 pages m the • C¥J<Jht <.rash 
~ and to copynght law Please read lhasa marenals to get the 
mformaoon you WII need to corrE"clt)t answer the 12 quesbons at the 
end of the Tt.tonal In order to eam a Crash Course Cerbficate. you 
must answer 8112 Test quesbons correG11y 
'Mile we would encourage you to go lhrough the Tutonalm us enorely 
before ralong the Test. you mft{ take or retake !he~ at 8tlf orne 
The Test ResUIS v.111teuyou what you need to re'VIew1tyou rnss a 
quesoon, so you do 001 have to take the enure Tutonal CNer 1f you JUSt 
rnss a few quesoons You Will, however. have to rake the Test CNer 
each orne you fall to answer all qJJesoons correct¥ 
Please choose a vers1on from !he opoons below 
HJ(j] BandWid!ll VerSion (flash- aUdiO) 
a fm nw•s at>Q!Jt "'aJ .'OL l re<?d to h;M> 'ns1an<>d to run thts 
~ 
M mB o:n (no~-no audio) 
No addtoonal appltcaoons needed Retaovely high use ot 
graptvcs and some J<MISCn pt rol overs 
TPxt \ n!y , ers )() 
No addtoonal applicaoons needed 
~ 
Take the test 
http:/ /www.lib.utsystem.edu/copyright/ UK 
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I Forms and more continued 
• U .5. Copyright Office forms www.copyright.gov/forms 
• World Inte l lectual Property Organization 
www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/ip_photography.htm 
• UK ' s Image Consent Form 
www.uky.edu/PR/Photo-lmage_consent_form . pdf 
• Universal Photographic Digital Imaging Guidelines (UPDIG) 
w ww. upd ig.org/guidelines/resolution.php 
• NARA Technical Guidelines for Digitizing Archival Materials 
for El ect ronic Access: Creation of Production Master File s 
-Raster Images 
www.archives . gov/preservation/technical/guidelines.pdf 
• Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for 
U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums: Free download @ 
• http:/ / papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm ?abstract_id=1495365 
• By Peter Hirtle, Emily Hudson, Andrew T. Kenyon 
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I Forms and more continued 
• The First Photograph, permanent collection at the University of Texas, Austin 
http:/ /www.hrc.utexas.edu/exhibitions/permanent/wfp/ Oct 2009 
• Photographer Abelardo Morell http://www.abelardomorell.net/ Oct 2009 
• Feather, John; The Book Trade in Politics: The making of the Copyright Act of 1710; 
Somerset House, vol. VIII, 1980, p. 19-44 
• The Future of Copyright; Bell, Lee, Fleisher, Lichtman; CATO Unbound; Oct 2009 
http://www. cato-un bound .o rg/a rch ives/j u ne-2008-the-future-of -copyright/ 
• Better Than Free, Kevin Kelly, February 5, 2008; The Edge; 
http:/ / www.edge.org/3rd_culture/kelly08/kelly08_index.html ; Oct 2009 
• Creative Commons http://creativecommons.org/; Oct 2009 
• Flickr Commons http://www.flickr.com/commons; Oct 2009 
• Copyright & Art Issues; http://www.uoregon.edu/"'csundt/copyweb/; Oct 2009 
• ARL; http://www.arl.org/pp/ppcopyright/copyresources/copytimeline.shtml; Oct 2009 
• PDNOnl ine (Photo District News) http://www.pdnonline.com/pdn/index.jsp; Oct 2009 
• Lawdit (copyright reading room) http://www.lawdit.co.uk/reading_room ; Oct 2009 
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I Forms and more continued 
• Telegraph online; http:// www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/f inancetopics/financialcrisis/4805404/Annie-Leibovitz-pawns-
copyright-to-lifes-work-to-pay-debts.ht ml; Oct 2009 
-
• Woodbury, Walter, Ed_; Photographic Times: An Illustrated Monthly Magazine devoted 
to the Interests of Artistic and Scientific Photography; Volume XXXIII, 1901; 
http:/ /books.google.com/books ?id=WtwsAAAA Y AAJ&Ipg=RA1-
PA290&ots=aPbcD3PmvB&dq=%22wood%20Vs.%20Abbott%22%20copyright&pg=RA1-
PA29l#v=onepage&q=%22wood%20Vs.%20Abbott%22%20copyright&f=false ; Oct 2009 
• Collage Ads & Copyright Infringements; May 2007; 
http://www.weint raub.com/Publicat ions/ Collage_Ads_Copyright_ lnfringement; Oct 2009 
• Obama Image Copyright Infringements; Aug 2009; 
http:/ /photobusinessforum.blogspot.com/2009/08/obama-image-copyright-infringement.html; Oct 2009 
• VII; http://www.viiphoto.com/; Oct 2009 
• Magnum; http://www.magnumphotos.com/; Oct 2009 
• 
• 
Society of Media Photographers, Inc. (ASMP); http://photostop.istep.com/Legal/asmp.txt; Oct 2009 
Golish, Kenneth; RE-EXAMINING COPYRIGHT ORIGINALITY FOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND 
MOTION PICTURE FILMS AFTER FEIST; http://www.golishlaw.com/academic/feistetc.htm; Oct 2009 
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